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DEEP BLUE i

The first inboard from the leader in electric propulsion
• 40 HP and 80 HP equivalent
• Fully integrated hightech system
• Industrial engineering

• 9-year warranty on battery capacity
• Superior price / performance ratio
• Sophisticated safety standards
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Designed for nautical enthus iasts that enjoy quiet
and easy cruising she offers great stability and
comfort for 8 adults. A unique hard top system
which can be raised or lowered in a matter of
seconds offers the ultimate in weather protection
and security. The incorporated sliding doors offer
easy and comfortable access

evs

A contemporary day cruiser combining modern
and classic elements of the Baltic, Adriatic and
Mediterranean , perfect for discovering the worlds
extensive offshore and inland waterways . Energy
23c is the latest model launched by Alfastreet
Marine in 2013. Available with inboard Electric or
petrol engine options .

Electric Boat Systems by EVS

Electric Vehicle Systems Lld/

EVS Ltd , has grown into one of the leading companies globally in the design and manufacture of
propulsion systems for all types of electric boats.
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Tel: 0191 4161286

www.evsystems.co.uk
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The weather is turning warmer
and the new leisure boating season
approaches. On page 11 we review
Pleasure Boating on the Thames,
a history of EBA member Salters
Steamers. It charts how the increase
of popular boating on the Upper
Thames led to the passing of the
Thames Preservation Bill of 1885
which brought to an end the 'old days
of camping at one's own sweet will
on any private lawn'. I'm sure that
for all owners of Thames waterfront
houses today that is of great comfort.
The EBA will be on the Thames in
the middle of June for the Magna
Carta Anniversary celebrations, on
the Hamble at the beginning of
August and on the Great Ouse at the
end of August see page 10 and the
Noticeboard page 36 and Calendar for
full details and dates of all events.
I don't think we are planning to camp
anywhere.
The modern day smartphone is a very
useful bit of kit for keeping up to date
with all that is going on and staying
on top of things to do. But recent
cognitive research appears to show that
people are viewing their smartphones
as an extension of themselves and are
exhibiting signs of anxiety and mental
impairment when separated from
their phone. I mention this in passing
because the EBA is now on Twitter,

see details on Noticeboard page 36. We
will try to maintain regular updates and
news of our events as they happen.
Or you could just wait for the next
edition of Electric Boat after they have
happened.
On a more serious note, continuing
studies have found that discarded
plastic is causing the deaths of an
increasing number of marine species
across the world's seas and oceans.
The Mediterranean has more plastic
than anywhere else at 900,000 pieces
per sq km and there are growing fears
about the capacity of fish and seabirds
to absorb potentially harmful plastic
compounds. E BA member Grove
Boats of Switzerland is again leading
the way in developing systems to deal
with marine pollution (page 7) and
their new Marina Cleaner may be a
small step in tackling the problem, but
at least it is a beginning.
Finally on page 15 we report on
Tesla's development of a viable home
storage battery system at a significantly
reduced cost. This is good news for
small scale solar systems and a step
closer to self sustainability.
There are lots of things to do.
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In Brief
Mains Ring
Following a potentially fatal incident
near Acton Lock on the Regent's
Canal in 2014, when a boater managed
to hammer a mooring pin through
the concrete that houses the 400,000
volt National Grid cables, National
Grid has carried out extensive works
to the area, including the installation
of new mooring rings. It is hoped
that the mooring rings will lessen
the need for boaters to use mooring
pins and reduce the risk of a similar
incident occurring in the future. In
addition to the mooring rings already
installed near Acton Lock, National
Grid has worked with CRT to identify
further sites between City Road in
Islington and Hackney Wick that
would be suitable for mooring rings in
the grass verge. The energy company
aims to install rings in these locations
by the end of March. CRT has also
announced that it will review other
locations where new mooring rings
could be installed, especially where
the towpath is currently concrete and
prevents mooring.

Popular Moorings
Lancaster Canal now has extra
moorings for canal boats, changes
to visitor mooring times, allowing
a greater number of boats to visit
the most popular parts of the canal,
and upgrades to canal side service
facilities. The improvements have been
made by the Canal & River Trust's
North West Partnership. Partnership
member, Mike Macklin, said: 'The
idyllic Lancaster Canal is cherished by
boaters who I'm sure will be delighted
by the changes and improvements
that have been made. The changes
have been brought about in response
to many requests from boaters who
want to be able to visit the most
popular mooring destinations such
as Bilsborrow, Tewitfield, Lancaster,
Galgate, Carnforth and Hest Bank.
These sites have some great visitor
attractions close to them, as well as
some of the best pubs in Lancashire.'
6 Electric Boat Spring 2015
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NewElectric
Record
Attempt
the new Electric Delta

Having converted a Ray Wright Delta Mark II speedboat to electric propulsion
(Electric Boat Winter 2014) Amsterdam's New Electric company workshop has
designed their own Electric Delta with a new GRP hull. They are now planning
to cross the English Channel in under one hour to claim a Guinness world
record and are gearing up for the attempt which, weather permitting, will be on
the nicest day between March 23-27th. They aim to make the
crossing in the new Delta and the boat will be first shown to
the public at the Amsterdam HISWA boat show 11-15th of
March. The boat is powered by the New Electric Marine Drive
an oil cooled AC induction motor and reduction setup which is also a finalist for
'Product of the Year' at the Amsterdam show in March.

HSC Launch Volts Afloat
Gillian Nahum MD of HSC, first
encountered electric propulsion in 1987
when Cedric Lynch experimented on an
18ft river launch she was selling. His
bean can and battery rig pushed the
boat along in relative silence and she
was hooked. Electric boats like any
other equipment do occasionally
require maintenance and HSC has now
set up an electric boat service. Volts
Afloat has a team on call for both
breakdowns and regular maintenance.

New reach for Broads dredging
A steel hulled barge with a crane mounted
inside is being replaced with a versatile 360
long reach excavator which will sit on linkflotes
and dredge using a new hydraulic clam shell
bucket. Rob Rogers, Head of Construction,
Maintenance and Environment, said, 'Modern
excavators are more versatile than the
traditional grab cranes and are able to swap
between dredging, offloading, landscaping,
watercourse management and piling
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In Brief
Bring up the bodies

Bring up the plastic
EBA member Swiss based Grove
Boats has launched an electrical
skimmer to tackle the increasing
pollution in port and marina
environments. The Marina Cleaner,
can be either connected to shore
power or can be solar powered.
Once attached to the dock it creates
a continuous current in the water
which filters surface pollution through
an absorbent pad and removes
hyrodcarbons. A further option
allows the recovery of floating
micro-waste.
In another Swiss initiative the
Race for Water Foundation based
in Lausanne, has launched the
'Race for Water Odyssey' (RWO).
The objective is to conduct the
first global assessment of plastic

pollution in oceans by visiting island
beaches situated in the five trash
vortexes, where it is estimated that
over 260 billion tons of plastic are
currently polluting the oceans. This
waste accumulates inside immense
whirlpools of water created by marine
currents; gigantic heaps of debris
called trash 'gyres' or 'vortexes'. There
are five gyres in existence today, but
only one, the North Pacific Gyre,
is being actively studied.
Starting out from Bordeaux in
the middle of March, the RWO
expedition is looking to collect
and analyse systematic and
comparable data on all five of the
planet's gyres for the first time.
Then all that is needed is a giant
Marina Cleaner.

Electrical Genius
The Historic Commission of Paris has approved a commemorative plaque to be
fixed to the wall outside the premises of N° 14 rue Vivienne, in the centre of the
capital, where Gustave Trouve developed nearly all of his inventions, including
the electric launch and its electric outboard motor. And in homage to the French
inventor Tom Hesselink of Budsin Woodcraft has just launched a new 19-footer
electric dayboat called Trouve. Kevin Desmond's biography 'Gustave Trouve:
French Electrical Genius' is due to be published in Spring and copies can be
ordered from the publishers www.mcfarlandpub.com

Lancaster Canal Trust has said that
the remains of a submerged hospital
barge for 1920s diphtheria victims may
be discovered when a stretch of the
Lancaster Canal at Stainton is dredged.
It is thought that the barge became a
hospital ship or morgue in the 1920s
when there was a diphtheria outbreak,
and the boat was used to transport
bodies south for burial or cremation.
The Trust has been advised that the
former hospital boat may simply have
been left to sink at Stain ton after it was
deemed of no further use. The Trust
hopes that the dredging can take place
ahead of IWA's 2015 Trailboat Festival,
which is planned for 30th May to 1st
June on the northern reaches of the
Lancaster Canal.

Highest safety level
Saft, the world's leading designer and
manufacturer of advanced technology
batteries for industry, and EBA
member, has just received the highest
level of safety approval for its new
Seanergy® range of Li-ion Super-Iron
Phosphate® (SLFP) battery modules
developed specifically for civil marine
propulsion applications such as work
boats, ferries, offshore support, cruiseliners and cargo ships.
The Independent Safety Assessor
(ISA) - Bureau Veritas delivered
the highest quality assessment for
the Seanergy® modules according
to the applicable marine standards
and specifications. This certification
demonstrates that the Seanergy®
design conforms to recognised
industry quality standards and/ or the
certification rules, through a process
of independent design review, sample
testing and verification of production
controls. Didier Jouffroy, Saft's
Marine Products and Applications
Manager explains, 'This certification
is effectively mandatory for the use
of Li-ion batteries in the marine
industry and it is important step in the
commercialization of our Seanergy®
solution.'
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The first month of the new
year heralds the premier
national boat shows ..
London and Dusseldorf..
and EBA business
members were to be found
at both shows

Navigators & General, EBA
members and insurers of the EBA
Scheme, were one of the leading
exhibitors with a large stand
conveniently opposite the Guinness
Bar

London
The sixty first London Boat Show
attracted 92,288 visitors over 10
days at the beginning of January
and the organisers reported positive
feedback from the 400 exhibitors
with many comfortably exceeding
the previous years show sales and
orders. There were no electric boats
on show nor hybrid boats which
featured at last year's show. With the
notable exception of Hybrid Marine,
companies offering hybrid solutions
seeem to be leaving it to their
European divisions to promote and
bring to market.

Inland boating used to feature
prominently at the London Boat Show
but this is no longer the case and
other than the IWA exhibition stand
an inland waterways presence was
conspicuous by its absence. The Excel
Exhibtion Centre fronts the Royal
Victoria Dock which was deserted.
Ironically the only boats on the water
at the London Boat Show this year
were visiting narrowboats from St
Pancras Cruising Club
8 Electric Boat Spring 2015

January 2015
EBA member Torgeedo stand is
always busy. The company has
now sold over 50,000 electric
outboards on a worldwide
basis and leads the way in
clean marine propulsion. They
displayed their full range of
motors from the 1hp for canoes
and kayaks up to the 40hp and
80hp Deep Blue system.

EBA member Fischer Panda was
displaying the world's leading
compact light weight super silent
diesel generators, and HRO &
Sea Recovery water makers for
day boats to cruise liners.

Graeme Hawksley, EBA
member and MD of Hybrid
Marine, was on the on the
Barrus stand exhibiting his
award winning hybrid system
which can be fitted to a boat
during initial construction or
retrofitted to an existing diesel
installation.

Gillian N ahum MD of EBA
member Henley Sales & Charter
was again helping out on the
English Harbout Yachts stand
which this year was showing their
new English Harbour 27 cruiser
designed for coastal, offshore and
inland boating.
At present it has a number of diesel
drive alternatives but Gillian thinks
that an E-Drive system will be an
option in the not too distant future.

The nesting dinghies of New
EBA member Nestaway Boats
are a unique solution to the
problem of trailing and storing.
MD, ran Thomson, commenting
on this year's London Boat
Show said, 'It has been a record,
and we had already sold more
boats by Tuesday than in the
whole of last year's show'.
Had to be quick with the photo.
The board of EBA member
Waterside Properties usually had
a crowd of people stood in front.
EBA member PortaBotes UK are regular
exhibitors at the London Boat Show showing their
innovative boats which range from LOA 8ft 6ins to
14ft and which fold to just 24ins wide and four to
six inches flat depending on model.
PortaBotes have been in production for over 35
years and over 100,000 have been sold worldwide.
The boats come with a ten year warranty and can
be sailed rowed or motored. The ultra light weight
hull and deep V bow make the boat ideal for
electric propulsion and the PortaBote stand at the
London Boat Show also had Torqeedo and Minn
Kota electric outboard motors on display.

Diisseldorf

January 2015

Diisseldorf remains the world's biggest boat and water sports trade fair with an
attendance over nine days in January of 240,200 visitors from around 60 countries and
with 1,741 exhibitors from 57 countries spread over 17 exhibition halls. EBA member
Richard Rothwell, Sales Director at Windermere Boat Sales,
attended the show as a guest on the stand of Alfastreet Marine
which was exhibiting the Energy 23c and Energy 18 launches.
We attended for the first time in 2014,' Richard says, 'and
going around this year it was very noticeable how much larger
and busier the show was this year and how much more there
was to be found on electric boating.'
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EBAAhoy
The EBA is involved in some
exciting first time events taking
place over the next few months.
Crick Boat Show
In May 2015 the EBA will be exhibiting for the first time
at the Crick Boat Show. This is the premier UK inland
waterways show and takes place at Crick Marina on the
Grand Union Canal at Northamptonshire This will be
the show's sixteenth year and it has gone from strength to
strength and last year had an estimated attendance of 24,000
visitors. This is by far the largest show that the EBA has
attended in recent years and although narrowboats are at the
heart of Crick, electric propulsion, hybrid systems and solar
power are now starting to receive increasing interest in the
canal boat market.

Magna Carta Pageant
Over 200 boats will be taking part in a Thames pageant to
mark the 800th anniversary of the sealing of Magna Carta.
The flotilla will sail from Hurley in Berkshire to Runnymede
over two days, June 13 and 14. EBA President Malcolm
Moss will be joining the flotilla on its journey from Marlow
to Cookham locks in his 14ft skiff Solar Nest together with
five other EBA member boats. Malcolm is planning to have
a hospitality tent on Copas field at Cookham reach to host
a drinks reception for EBA members after the flotilla has
passed. EBA members will be able to moor on the river bank
at Copas field and to date twelve boats are hoping to attend
this historic celebration on the Thames

Great Ouse Challenge
Over the August Bank Holiday weekend this year starting
at Priory Marina, Bedford, the Mayor of Bedford will waive
off a flotilla of electric boats of all types at the start of the
challenge to cruise the whole length of the River Great Ouse
navigation from Bedford to Denver on one electrical charge
The event is being organised by EBA Vice Chairman Jeff
Hide and the first overnight stop will be at Buckden; the next
St Ives where the Mayor will also welcome the flotilla. Then
off to Pope's Corner where the three rivers meet at the Fish
and Duck Marina. On Bank Holiday Monday the Mayor of
the City of Ely, will welcome the boats stopping off on their
way to Denver. Participating boats will be able to do the
whole course or elect to do parts of it. It is not a race but a
test of skill in helmsman ship. The better the helmsman - the
less electrical energy will be used. There will a trophy for the
winner of the hybrid or plug-in boat and another trophy for
the solar powered boats.

River Ramble cruise
ELECTRIFYING THE OUSE
FROM BEDFORD TO DENVER 28 - 31 AUGUST 2015
See <www.eiectric-boats.org.uk>
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Last but by no means least EBA member Hedley Bewes has
organised a cruise on the River Hamble over the weekend 1
and 2 August, launching at Badham Creek and heading for
the visitors pontoon at the Royal Southern Yacht Club.

Salters Steamers are one of the founding
business members of the Electric Boat
Association and their long and distinguished
history is now detailed in a fascinating
illustrated book by Simon Wenham .

•
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AUTHOR Simon Wenham became
interested in the Salter Bros' history
while working at their Folly Bridge
base. He first worked with the boating
firm as a summer job while he was
an undergraduate history student. He
subsequently became the operations
manager in 2000 and worked there
until 2005. The history student then
researched the Oxford business for
a Masters research degree at the
University of Oxford before writing a
doctorate on the family firm's history.
His 228-page book is based on his
research and traces the transformation
of the Thames above London from
a great commercial highway to a
modern day leisure waterway. The
book describes how Salter Bros began
as a small boat building enterprise
and went on to gain worldwide fame
including the firm's unwitting role in
the suffragette movement, a surge
in trade after the Titanic sank, and
the family's role in the Oxford and
Cambridge boat races. The firm, as
well as popularising pleasure boating
on the Thames, has manufactured
and sold boats, pleasure, racing and
military crafts, across the world. At
the business peak in the 1970s Salters
Steamers was carrying 500,000 people
every year on the Thames. Paul Salter
is now a director and manager of
the firm his family started in 1858.
As a sixth generation Salter he has a
Thames Boatmaster certificate. He still
helms the occasional pleasure cruise
and says, 'We are really proud of the
family history and the fact that it is still
going strong 155 years on'.
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Alfastreet Marine
Energy 18
The Alfastreet Marine Energy 18 is
an exceptional boat but what makes it
really stand out and perfect for the VK
inland waterway boating is its hydraulic
hard top roof, which at the touch of a
remote control, can be lowered down
to close over the open cockpit, serving
as a rain cover and security measure.

Richard Rothwell, Sales Director at
Windermere Boat Sales, explained that
this feature has enabled them to leave
the boat safely moored on the water
over winter and when the top is raised
the interior is as fresh and dry as when
last open. Windermere Boat Sales
took on the dealership for Alfastreeet

Marine last year and the Energy 18
was the first production boat of
the Slovenian company. The boats'
styling fit out and attention to detail is
comparable with any Mediterranean
luxury motor launch. The Energy 18
offers great stability and comfort for
up to eight passengers in a spacious

•
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Windermere Boat Sales
Windermere Boat Sales are
having open day on Saturday
Apri118th lOam - 6pm to be
held at Royal Windermere
Yacht Club. There will be four
Alfastreet boats on display: the
Energy 18 and Energy 23 both
with electric propulsion, and
the Energy 18 with a four stroke
outboard and Energy 23 with
inboard petrol V6. There will be
the opportunity to test all four
models on the water.
Food and refreshments will be
served.
Free entry and free parking.
RSVP Required.

cockpit with wrap round bench seating
and an adjustable table. There is an
optional transparent PVC cockpit
enclosure which fits to the upraised
canopy roof and which can provide
further comfort and protection for
passengers in poor weather.
But the other outstanding feature
that makes this boat exceptional is
the electric propulsion which is so
quiet that when mooring or pulling
up alongside the helmsman needs to
check that the motor is fully powered
down.
The Energy 18 has a wide range of
configuration options including a
range of drive systems both electric
and petrol, and different roof
solutions from no roof, to sliding roof,
to fixed hard top, to Flex hardtop
(hydraulic system). Other options
include up to 4 x 210Ah AGM
additional batteries, a fridge, drinks
cabinet, ambient lighting, and a stern
bathing platform with folding ladder.
The boat tested had an Aquamot
4.3kw 48V motor pod with 4x260AH
AGM battery bank, the FLEX
hydraulic hard top roof, the full PVC
canopy cockpit enclosure, a cockpit
carpet, a CD stereo, the wood cockpit
table and a stainless steel flagstaff
With this configuration the cost of the
Energy 18, including VAT and delivery
and commissioning on Windermere, is
£39,995.
Mention has already been made
of the truly silent running of the
Aquamot motor and this is because it
is a steerable pod under the boat and
lifting the stern locker cover reveals
the pod's elegant and minimalist
steering linkage and power cable.

With the 4.3kW motor the boat has
a top speed of up to 8 knots and a
cruising speed of 6 knots. With the
standard battery bank the range is
25km (2.5 hours) at top speed and
40km (5 hours) at cruising speed.
If access to a charging point is
difficult, the boat's hard top roof is
ideal for installing solar panels.
The boat is a rated category C and D.

111~S(JI..rl'
The Alfastreet Marine Energy 18
is an exceptional S.4m electric
motor launch ideally suited to
being left securely on the water
and offering quiet easy cruising
at the touch of a button and
turn of a switch.
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Solar Boats and Boating
Solar News
Solar Plane

Solar Heritage anniversary
Solar Heritage, a 14m long Aquabus C60 provided by EBA member Grove Boats
has been operated by Chichester Harbour Conservancy for a num~er of years
as a tourist trip boat in the Bay of Chichester. Chichester, was des.ignated a.s an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in 1964 and the qUlet pollutlOn
free solar powered electric catamaran is the perfect way to see the wil~fe and
habitats that make this area so exceptional. There are only 33 AONBs 1n the UK,
the smallest being the Isles of Scilly and the largest, the Cotswolds. They receive
statutory protection to conserve and, where possible, enhance t~~ir natu~al
beauty. At the end of last year Prince Edward, Duke of Kent, vislted Chic~ester
and went aboard Solar H eritage for a tour of the harbour as part of celebratlons
to mark 50 years since its designation as an AONB.

Marine Solar-Electric boat

Solar Impulse 2, the solar powered
plane that has already picked up five
world records for solar-powered flight,
including three at night, has revealed
the route and schedule for its attempt
to cross the world powered only
by the sun. It will launch from Abu
Dhabi around early March and stop
in spots like Chongqing, New York
City and Southern Europe before
returning to Abu Dhabi. With a wing
span of 72m the aircraft is wider than
a Boeing 747, but at 2,300 kilograms
weighs less than an SUV The craft is
capable of flying perpetually, thanks to
17,000 solar panels that charge a 633
kilogram lithium battery, which then
powers the craft at night. The only
thing that prevents a non-stop flight
is the crew, which need to restock on
supplies and drop off waste materials
every few days. An aircraft that light
won't be terribly comfortable for
pilots Bertrand Piccard and Andre
Borschberg, who will often fly for days
at a time in an unheated, unpressurized
cockpit. With an 88 mph cruise speed,
the pilots should arrive back in Abu
Dhabi in early August if everything
goes to plan.

Solar Storage

New President for French EBA
The French Electric Boat Association (AFBE) has its third and new President.
Bernard Guellard has been replaced by Xavier de Montgros of ODC marine,
the innovative French shipyard located in Dalian (China) since 2006, which
specializes in the design and manufacture of aluminiu~
electric boats such as the above 50Pax, 12m solar-electnc
boat with its twin 20 kW motors, twin 70 kWh LiLithlum-iron phostphate batteries and 1500 W roofmounted solar panels

The same lithium-ion battery
technology that powers Tesla's electric
vehicles will be used to develop a
battery for the home, according to
CEO Elon Musk. The batteries would
be used by homes and businesses
to store excess energy generated
from solar panels during the day,
and provide power at night. Tesla
assembles its battery packs from
battery cells provided by Panasonic,
and is about to do it on a massive
scale at a factory currently under
construction which is expected to
push the company's car battery costs
down by 30 percent. Based on the
same economies of scale Tesla's home
battery costs should also be reduced.
Electric Boat Spring 201515

Solar Boats and Boating

SolarSailor in Australia
E BA Vice Chairman and Private
Member Representative reports on
his visit to Australia with his wife
Jacquie at the end of last year.
Jacquie and I spent time on many
exciting vessels on many waters but
in only one place did we find electric
powered boats and these were in
the hands of Steven Mullie, the
Secretary of the Australian Electric
Boat Association. Steven and his
wife emigrated from the Netherlands
nine years ago and set up Eco Boats
at Northbridge Marina on one of
the rivers creating the Hawkesbury
River, one of the many joining Sydney
Harbour from inland. Steven has
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two boats in his hire fleet, a 16ft skeg
and a Duffy 21. His operating licence
permits about 4 hours cruising which
is ideal for his Cruise 2 Torqeedo
motor, powered by 8 x 6v lead acid
batteries in the 16 ft skeg. The Duffy
carries more passengers. As well as
hiring boats Eco Boats is distributor/
dealer for Torqeedo, Mastervolt, Duffy
electric boats, Ruban Bleu electric
boats and Solbianflex marine solar
panels the ultimate in lightweight,
flexible high efficiency marine solar
panels which are ideal for mounting
on biminis.
Australia has long been in the
forefront of marine solar energy and

the internationally famous SolarSailor
is now operating on Lake Macquarie.
having previously been in Sydney
Harbour for ten years as a Captain
Cook Cruise ship. The SolarSailor is
hybrid boat relying on both generator
power and solar/wind energy. It uses
LPG gas and can run for 20 hours,
and is able to do 5 knots under
solar and wind power. Having been
in operation for 18 months on the
Lake offering party, educational and
corporate cruises, this pioneering boat,
which won the Australian Design
award in 2001 and at one time was the
largest solar pwered boat in the world,
is now up for sale.

Solar Boats and Boating

SSS Bluebottle launched in Pacific
A joint project between two New
South Wales companies, boat builders,
Steber International and marine
technology company, Solar Sailor, is
developing unmanned surface vessels
(USVs), known as SSS BlueBottles.
These are self-sustaining marine
platforms running totally on energy
available at sea. They require no
fuel, no supplies and no crew and

one remote person can control
and monitor multiple platforms
in a network. Each vehicle is selfdeploying and retrieving, can roam
widely or stay on station for months
to years in all weather conditions
and has a large payload capacity for
sensors and communication. This is
an innovative approach to achieving
low cost, persistent, wide area ocean

surveillance for defense and security,
oceanographic, hydrography and oil
and gas applications. With pivotting
solar sails and by harvesting wind,
wave and solar energy, SSS BlueBottles
are self-propelled, self-deployable
and retrievable, and provide 500W
average electrical power 24/7 with
1kW maximum supply for sensors and
communications.

University of New South Wales Solar Breakthrough
In December 2014 Professor Martin Green (seen on the left of the picture) and co-workers at the University of New
South Wales ARC Photovoltaic Centre of Excellence succeeded in converting over 40% of the sunlight hitting a solar
system into electricity, the highest efficiency yet reported. In 1985, the UNSW Group achieved
the photovoltaic 'four minute mile' (the first 20% of the incident sunlight energy converted to
electricity) and by October 2008, the Aussies reported the first silicon solar cell to achieve the
milestone of 25 per cent efficiency. Their latest 40% world-beating efficiency was achieved
in outdoor tests in Sydney, before being independently confirmed by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) at their outdoor test facility in the United States. The work was
funded by the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) and supported by the AustraliaUS Institute for Advanced Photovoltaics (AUSIAPV). Green's team is using nanotechnology to
continue to improve solar cells, with the target of making solar cells with 74% efficiency.
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TING HAI SHIPBUILDING CO LTD
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Ting Hai Shipbuilding is t h e first and largest solar passenger/ t ri p
boats- catamaran man ufactu rer in Taiwa n. Its stylish design is
acq uired with German IF Prod uct Award nominated. Developed
with the most update Systems Integration Technology to supervise
overall ha nd ling performance via HMI Huma n Mac hine
Interface-Touch Screen Visua l Display Monitor.

Tine Hai Shipbuildine Co., Ltd.
Tel: +886-7-5713540, +886-7-5711519, +886-7-5717349
Fax: +886-7-5711689
m o bile : +886 937972004
E-mail : beatrice.vang@tinghaishipbuilding.com
wwwt1ogb,; Fgm,tw
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a pp rox. BM {42 feet )
a p prox 4.5M (14 feet)
a pprox. l M (3 feet)
approx. O.6SM (2 feet)
20KWx2
5KW
lithium iro n phosp hat e
app rox. 47KWH
Pow er Source: solar-powered/on-shore land
su pply
Capacity: passenger x42/crewx2
FRP (Fiber glass)
Hull:
Speed:
cru ise 5 knots/Max. 10 knots
En ergy pe rformance : 5 knot for 8 hou rs
Cr uising ra nges with sun unli mited
length over all
W idth (Breadth )
Boat Deep
Draft
Motor
Solar Power
Battery:

rorqeeoo
JM Coulam - UK Torqeedo Sen"ice Centre

Do you own aln e ectr'jc boat?
ReQQIDfIIbsI~n91
IEmMO~iI'icy C I Out - fault D~nosis .& Repair
Battery T~'Ifng - ~~m UpgJlldes:

AIm' al SerYlcfng & Mafntell8lloe

r

Are you looking for a boat?

Our annual leasing optiOn dam .al the beneliltii or

boat OWMl'1hlp wl.h none '01 the he_for simple
tal.fee rno Unt,~ MP r b'llia.
Or simply hire" boat for the dB)' from lhtB!denhe~

To find out more please ca' l Sam on
07792 '00 870 or visit our webs.,t,.:
1

www.E ectriCBoatCompany.co.uk

• Torqeedo Approved Service Centre for all
Torqeedo products
• Warranty work carried out
• N on warranty work undertaken
• Sales of all products
• Hire motor and associated equipment
available
• Part exchange available on all motors
• Collection / delivery or while you wait
service available
• All work guaranteed

www.coulamtorqeedoservice.com
].M.Coulam Boat Builders,
10 Stirling Way, N orthfields Ind. E st.
Market Deeping, PE 6 SAS
Tel 07850 218364
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Pope's Corner to
At Pope's Corner, the River
Great Ouse divides to
form the Rivers Cam and
Old West. The River Cam
continues southwards in a
wide meandering channel.
The origins of the Old West
River are something of a
mystery. It is a typical fenland
river having probably started
as a stream in Roman times
and subsequently becoming
a river through drainage
working over the centuries.

Cruise Location

Slipway - Fish & Duck Marina
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Our cruise starts at the Fish &
Duck Marina at Pope's Corner. The
marina has undergone an extensive
refurbishment and has a range of
river bank and pontoon moorings
with full facilities. The location offers
over 200 miles, and up to six hours
of lock free local cruising, just four
miles south of Ely and ten miles
north of Cambridge. On exiting the
marina we go south along the River
Cam and quickly join the Great Ouse
heaading for Ely. It is the nature of
the Fenland rivers that the flood
banks hide much of the scenery but
we soon come to the Environment
Agency 48 hour moorings on the
west bank. A seat above the moorings
gives a good view of the modern
cultivated fenland stretching from
Suffolk into Norfolk. Continuing
north we pass a small culvert on the
west bank which leads to a pumping
station and a stone tablet states that
the works were carrried out for the
Thetford Fen District. This is also
the area where there was a major

Ely River Walk
Although, as noted in the cruise notes
the journey into Ely along the wide
river running between high flood
banks is relatively featureless, Ely is
a fascinating city to explore. The Ely
River Walk takes about an hour and
a half and includes spectacular views
of the Cathedral and a Wildlife Trust
nature reserve. The circular walk
can be started from the waterside
moorings by going through Jubilee
Gardens and crossing over Broad
Street into Cherry Hill Park. At the
top of the park the Gallery leads
through the Porta to the west door
of the Cathedral. The route then
folllows High Street down Willow
Walk towards the river and Cresswells
Packet Park. From there Springhead
Lane, an ancient route into Ely, leads
to Roswell Pits an area of open water,
reed beds and wet land. The route
continues around the nature reserve
before returning to follow the river
bank back to the waterside moorings.
Bronze Age river crossing between
Barway in the east and Thetford in
the west. On the east bank we then
pass another pumping station where
the un-navigable Soham Lode joins
the river at an unattractive sluice.
Progressing on towards Ely we pass
a small creek on the west bank which
leads to Braham Farm before coming
to the Newmarket railway bridge.
The character of the river begins to
change subtly and takes on the look
of a more artificial watercourse. To
the east Stutney rises above the fens. It
was first connected to Ely by another
Bronze Age causeway probably lying
to the north of the present road and

later becoming an important Roman
road. It is thought that William the
Conqueror launched his famous attack
on Hereward the Wake in Ely from
Stutney crossing the Great Ouse to
Braham Farm. A number of eleventh
century weapons have been recovered
from the river bed at this location.
As we approach the A142 road
bridge we get our first glimpse of Ely
Cathedral's towers. Visible for miles
the sight of the Cathedral, one of the
most majestic buildings in England, is
unforgettable and a reminder of how
Ely was once an island surrounded
by sea and marshes. Once under the
road bridge we very quickly reach the

riverside at Ely which lies between a
railway bridge to the north and the
Ely High Road bridge to the south.
The majority of moorings are 48
hour public moorings. To the north
there are facilities for fresh water
and chemical disposal. There is a
public slipway, and a footbridge over
the river leads to Cathedral Marina
which provides water, gas, petrol,
diesel, secure overnight moorings
and toilet facilities. The Cutter Inn
on the Ely riverside serves bar meals.
The Maltings next door, built in 1868,
is now a public hall and restaurant.
Across the river are the Kings School
and Cambridge boat houses.
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Ely
The name of the city derives from the Saxon Elig or Roman Elge meaning Eel
Island. Ely now stands high above the surrounding drained fenland but at the
time of the Norman Conquest the fens provided a safe refuge for those resisting
the Normans and in particular Hereward of Ely whose exploits are recorded
in the Anglo Saxon Chronicle. Little survives from Hereward's time, but Ely
also has another very famous Englishman, Oliver Cromwell and the house in
which he lived with his family for just over ten years between 1636 to 1647 still
exists and is now a visitor centre. The house pre-dates Cromwell by about four
centuries as parts of it have thirteenth century origins. It is a Grade II listed
building and was turned into a visitor attraction in the 1980's. Cromwell was a
great military leader in the English Civil War and at one stage his forces attacked
Ely. The Cannon on the Green is a notable landmark in the City but contrary to
popular belief it has nothing to do with the Civil War. It is a cannon captured
during the Crimean War and close examination reveals the double headed eagle
of Imperialist Russia stamped on the upper surface.

Charging .points

fnII""• •"".

Unfortunately there are no public
charging points on this stretch of the
Great River Ouse.
The EBA provides a list of members
willing to offer charging facilities to
other members.

Contact: secretary@eboat.org.uk

-

.i

The Liberty Belle is a micro pub on Forehill and is named after the river
cruiser which operates from the Maltings on the Ely waterfront. The pub is
full of memorabilia including two stuffed penguins on a shelf at the back and
the Liberty Belle regulars have started a Penguin Appreciation Society. This
has resulted in the local micro brewery, the Two Rivers Brewery at Denver,
producing Liberty Belle Penguin Ale, which is a very nice light summery ale.
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Pikttenik
POWER FOR RELIABILITY

.

ADVANCED SOLUTIONS OR BATTERY POWERED VEHICLES AND BOATS

• 0 J

o •

Expertise with over 15 years of experience

J

High-efficiency propulsion systems up to 100 kW
AC motor drives from 2,8 kVA to 110 kVA
Battery chargers from 100 W to 9 kW

Battery management
DC/DC converters

Piktronik d.o.o. - Cesta k Tamu 17, 51-2000 Maribor, 510venia - www.piktronik.com

The Thames Electric
Launch Company
New motor, batteries, charger, or a whole installation.
Come to the experts. We have been powering every
size of boat for 25 years . Our new Ecodrive is suitable
for pure electric or hybrid diesel/electric
Suppliers to the Environment Agency, British Waterways and the Broads Authority

The best family boat hire experience
in the world
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard

Here a child can be Captain for the day on a
ferry, a Royal Navy destroyer, a police boat or
motor torpedo boat
Miniport Ships operated and manufactured by
Gor;ng~Hl·Thames, Berks RG8 OHQ
TeI: 01491873126 Fax: 01491 872217

PO Box 3,

ema ;1: thameselectr;c @go";ng.co.llk
u ·u ·ll".thameselectr;c.com

Nautikidz ltd
Boat Sales and Hire fleet
www.miniport.co 07788 412562
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Electric Boat
Kevin Desmond
the founder editor 0/ the Electric Boat magazine reports on electric boats around the world

Electric
Hydrofoil
The Quadrofoil Q2 is a 9.8-foot,
(100 kg) electrically-powered pleasure
hydrofoil. It has been designed and
built in Slovenska Bistrica, a town
south of Maribor in eastern Slovenia
by a team of Slovenian engineers led
by Simon Pivec, together with fellow
engineers Marjan Rozman and Marjan
Arh. They used biomimicry to develop
the shape of the minimum drag
aluminium C-foils. The Quadrofoil Q2
is a seafaring coupe, with two fauxleather seats, steering-wheel-mounted
acceleration and brake controls, a
touchscreen display on the wheel, which
keeps you informed about battery
power, range, speed and consumption.
It also functions as a detachable key,
without which the engine can't be
started. The company claims that its
hollow composite hull is 'unsinkable'.
At present there are two versions. With
a 3.7 kW motor and 4.5 kWh batteries
the standard Q2A Electric lifts out of
the water at 12 km/ h and can accelerate
to a top speed of 18mph and a battery
range of 31 miles.
The Q2S Electric Limited Edition,

with its £17,586 price tag, has a 5.5
kW motor and longer lasting 10 kWh
batteries and is said to be good for a
top speed of 40 km/ h (21 knots) above
the water and a range of up to 62 miles
per two-hour recharge of its battery.
A limited run of 100 Q2S quadrofoils is
planned to ship in March of next year,
whilst the Q2A is due in mid-201S for
around £12,000.
The future looks bright for the
Quadrofoil and already development
of a much faster machine is underway.
The current foils are suitable for speeds
up to 80 km/h and, in cooperation
with Fakulteta za Energetiko (Faculty
of Energy Technology) in Krskothe,
the company is developing its own
outboard motor and propeller with

variable pitch which it believes will be
one of the most efficient in the world.
The propeller and 12 kW outboard
will be ready later this year, presumably
meaning that a version will be available
in the not-too-distant future with a top
speed more than double the current
verSIOn.

Aquabus heading for Guadeloupe
A 10.Sm solar-electric Grove Aquabus Aquarel, the Pikaia (named
after an extinct eel) has gone into service as a passenger shuttle
in the Caribbean between the commune of Gosier (Guadeloupe)
and the 'L'ilet du Gosier', SOO-metres offshore. The lkm islet is
named after the Grand Gosier brown
water pelican which used to fish in
this area, and with its restaurant and
old lighthouse the islet is one of the
most visited places in the region.
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International

Revolutionary Hydroxy 3000
The Hydroxy 3000 is a potentially
revolutionary boat. Although a typical
7-passenger Grove Boats catamaran
for inland use, this is the first eboat to
be powered by an Alcoa aluminiumair battery as developed by the Israeli
company Phinergy, and installed
by Heig-VD University, under the
supervision of Prof. Jean-Francois
Affolter. The idea of releasing energy
contained within metal such as
aluminium or zinc isn't new, but in the
past nobody succeeded in developing
a system that could utilize this energy
efficiently or over any extended time.

Then Arie Zaban and Ernst Khasin,
two Israeli electrochemists at Bar Ilan
University, overcame the main obstacles
presented by Metal-Air technology
through their innovative nano-materials
research. In 2008, the technology rights
were transferred to Phinergy. In 2009,
back by Alcoa, an electric vehicle with
an aluminium-air battery achieved a a
record distance of 330Km, at which
point continuation for a similar distance
required no more than a 'refuel' with
water to recover the electrolyte in the
battery. An aluminium-air battery uses
air and water to unlock the energy

stored in aluminium. Each kilogram
of aluminium provides approximately
4kWh electricity. The technology
allows an energy density that surpasses
conventional battery technologies and
creates vehicles with travel distances,
purchase prices and life-cycle costs that
are comparable to fossil-fuel powered
vehicles. The aluminium-air battery
used in Hydroxy 3000 contains just
15kg aluminium which provides about
25 hours of additional navigation time,
for a given navigation profile. Initial
tests have been made on Switzerland's
Lake Neuchatel.

Electric Canal Dredger
Elco Motor Yachts of Athens on the banks of New York's Hudson River have
been producing eboats since 1893. They recently launched their Tender 4, the
first electrically powered dredge tender in the New York State Canal System. The
vessel was repowered with twin Elco EP-10000 electric motors through a project
conducted by the New York State Canal Corporation (Canal Corporation), the
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), and
the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT)

Thoosa and Triton
ASMO Marine was founded in
Copenhagen in 2001 and the first
Thoosa e-saildrive systems installed
in yachts. Before long Thoosa's were
being exported around the world. In
2012, ASMO became Clean eMarine,
able to supply two electric propulsion
systems: Thoosa from 3.5kW DC up to
12 kW for pleasure boats and Triton 22
kW AC up to 90kW or even higher for
commercial use. Clean eMarine signed
an assemble and manufacture deal with
their US distributor, Annapolis Hybrid
Marine, in Maryland.
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EBA member Richard Pond describes how
he built a classic 15ft Electric Motor Launch
Having owned a fishing day boat for
several years I decided to sell and look
for a classic launch type boat. After
a short search, found a 1962 petrol
driven Simmonds motor launch which
had been completely refurbished
but although the Coventry Climax
engine was in very good condition it
was noisy and smelly. Also the boat
had no reversing gear which basically
meant turning off the engine to stop
or manoeuvring with paddle in hand!
After a few months, I decided the
thing to do was to go electric! Firstly
I considered a new build to my own
specification. But then a friend told
me about an early aluminium motor
launch hull that had been lying at
the bottom a field for some 8 years.
After pulling the weeds and stinging
nettles away found it was an identical
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hull to the Simmonds that I had
already purchased. Great lines lovely
shape and basically still in reasonable
condition. The engine was shot so a
price was negotiated which included
removing the engine. Loaded onto
a new trailer I brought the boat to
Stroud where electrical fitting out
would take place. After taking copious
measurements on which new parts
and the new installation would be
based, it seemed a shame not to make
a copy of the hull for a future more
open decked launch. After totally
cleaning the aluminium shell a GRP
mould was taken from the hull. New
motor mountings were designed and
fabricated for a 15hp Lynch motor.
I debated for long time as to what
operating voltage should be chosen.
Even six years ago there was doubt

as to what a best operating voltage
should be. After much deliberation I
chose 48volts dc which would give me
a good strong EMF to the 15hp motor
from four 12 volt batteries in series.
These could also be accommodated
reasonably easily within the hull.
So then all the usual refurbishing
exercises of many coats of paint, new
windscreens, new upholstery, new
bilge pump, shelf for control module,
steering wheel upgrade then of course
a total electric wiring operation. One
major problem was finding 48 volt
dashboard instrumentation. It was easy
enough to purchase a computerised
display type but I needed individual
ammeter, voltmeter, battery condition
gauges for my classic refurbished
mahogany dashboard. After a long
search I acquired these from an aircraft

Specifications
• LOA 15'- 6" • 5'- 3" beam · 6" > 9"
draft • 5 to 6 seating capacity
• LMC 200 D135 electric motor drive
• 48 volt DC battery power system (4
-12 volt batteries) • Controller enclosure allowing remote infinite forward/
reverse throttle control • Motor output
9.6 kW Max output 12.03 kW> 15HP
• Anticipated power output at 6 knots
- 4 to 5 Hr • Anticipated power output
at full throttle - 1/2 Hr • 240 volt AC
mains to 48 volt DC charging unit
• Bowden cable rudder operation from
steering wheel
• Voltmeter · Ammeter • Battery condition gauge • Motor RPM gauge
• 12 volt bilge pump • Perspex wind
shield • Forward deck shackling ring ·
Seats with wood backing, foam filling,
leatheret covered • Separate cockpit
covers (optional) • Weatherproof overall deck cover • Road trailer

supply company in Los Angeles. So
with around nine months work behind
me the boat was ready to go in the
water. Launched late 2010 the boat
performed perfectly. No noise, good
turn of speed, comfortable and with
a reverse gear! There were periods
when waiting for parts to be made
etc for the original build that allowed
me to carry on with a first new build
having now generated the new GRP
mould. The new build would have
GRP hull (Blue), a totally modified
deck, seating and a new hardware
accommodation arrangement. It
was therefore convenient to use the
original boat castings as patterns for
the new build, i.e. screen posts, rudder,
propeller, central fin, tiller mountings,
ete. Having completed the original first
build design and fit out, the new build
was comparatively straight forward,
apart from being personally time
consuming and was completed early
2011. Lake tested May 2011. Again
performed like a bird. Flushed with
this success I decided to have a further
GRP hull moulded for a second new
build which could be the forerunner
of batch production. Apart from a
colour change (Brown) this second
new build would be identical to the
first. Because of my extensive time
consumption of the first new build
I decided to subcontract the second
build to various subcontractors.

Although a little frustrating at times
this proved to be a good move with
competitive costing. The GRP Brown
boat was satisfactorily water tested
mid 2012. My original Simmonds
petrol launch was sold and the rebuilt
and electrified Simmonds (found in
the field) was sold at a knock down
price having fulfilled her function
as an R & D test bed. In reviewing
what was available at the time of
wanting to purchase a classic launch,
it seemed to me that there was a place
in the market for a less expensive
boat which would preferably be
electrically powered. So I set off
with a concept of producing a stylish
good quality product which I hoped
would attract attention and if things
went well would be the start of small
batch production. For this reason no
expense was spared in using luxury
class materials. Having decided to
keep one launch I am now looking to
sell the other. If an independent boat
builder was interested in continuing
building these launches I would also
be very pleased to sell the GRP mould,
all casting patterns, design details,
supplier contact details, user manual
and general documentation, circuit
diagrams etc and every thing required
to commence immediate production.
One of launches could be also be
included to provide a copy template
and demonstration model.
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N AV IGAT O R S
& GENERAL

Insurers of the Electric Boat
Association Scheme
Benefits of the scheme
•

10% Discount - on normal rates for Association members

•

Specialist Cover - provides tailored benefits

•

Security - global strength and world class security
of Zurich group

•

Claims Service - efficient response from staff w ith
practical sailing experience

•

Surveys - not normally required on craft up to
20 years of age.

-

-

For more information or a quote please call :

01273 863420
Conditions apply. Full policy details available on request. Navigators and General Insurance Company Ltd,
PO Box 848, Brighton BMl 3GQ is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. A limited
company registered in England and Wales (number 00173444). registered office at the Zurich Centre.
3000 Parkway, Whiteley, Fareham. Hampshire, P01S 7JZ . A member of the Zurich Financial Services Group.

FOR SALE

Black Dog

£14,000

Clinker built 27 ft canoe, believed built in 1910 by Hughes
of Maidenhead. Restored in 2001 by Stanley and Thomas.
Electrics by Rupert Latham: 48 Volt 1.4 KW Best motor; eight
6V Varta 240 Ah batteries installed in 2011 , giving 8 to 10
hours cruising. Current Boat Safety Certificate. Offers around
£14,000 invited, to Pat Brady 01932783267.

FOR SALE

£8,600

15ft Electric Motor Launch. Built 2011. Powered by 48volt
Lynch 15hp motor. Occasionally used over two summers.
7-8hrs river cruising on single charge 3-4hrs at 15knotts.
£8,600.00 for quick sale
tel no 01453298498 email pondeep@talktalk.net
www.pondelboats.co.uk
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Old Electricity
With the help of
the New York Times)
the Spectator,
and Kevin Desmond,
Barbara Penniall
continues her research into
electric boating history

Electric boats have been around for
175 years and one of the earliest
recorded was a 24ft launch developed
by the German inventor Moritz von
Jacobi in 1839. The launch was capable
of carrying 14 passengers at 3mph
and was successfully demonstrated
to Tsar Nicholas I of Russia on the
Neva River. Unfortunately further
details of this pioneering craft have
been lost to history but we know this
provided the inspiration for engineers
to strive to improve battery design in
order to make electric craft a practical
alternative to steam power, which
at that time was the only powered
propulsion for inland waterways.
An article in Electric Boat Summer
2014 detailed the life of one such
pioneer, Moritz Immisch, but work
carried out by Anthony Reckenzaun
helped with the development of the
first practical electric boats. Born in
1850 in Austria, Reckenzaun emigrated
to Britain in 1872 and soon became
Chief Engineer to the Electrical Power
Storage Company. The EPS Company
was the first concern to manufacture
batteries on a commercial scale and for
a while held a monopoly in production
and supply.
In 1882 Reckenzaun designed the
first significant electric launch driven
by storage batteries, named Electricity.
She had a steel hull and was over 7m
long and passenger accommodation
was increased by the batteries and
electric equipment being stored under
the seating areas. On her first official
trial on the Thames, she achieved a
speed of 7mph and proved capable of
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returning to the Millwall jetty under
her own power. She appeared on the
river during the Oxford-Cambridge
Boat Race in April 1883 and we
can only imagine the speculation
that would have occurred regarding
her power source. Used for leisure
excursions up and down the Thames,
the boat could run for six hours at
an average speed of 8mph.In 1885
Reckenzaun started a business of his
own concentrating on building boats,
cars and electric motors for various

T ltA~E8.

so that she could be propelled at a
slow, medium or fast pace and a single
controller regulated her speed, starting
and stopping. For a slow speed the
motors were coupled in series, for the
medium speed one motor only was
used, while for the maximum speed
the two motors were used in parallel
- that is, they both worked at high
pressure.
On13th September 1886, the Volta
successfully crossed the Channel under
electric power, leaving Dover at 10.40
and arriving at Calais at 14.32. After a
45 minute stop, she returned to Dover
at 19.27 achieving the double crossing
in a little over 8 hours. The Spectator
journal reported 'The actual voyage
showed that the vessel could fulfil her
constructor's utmost expectations.
So smoothly and so noiselessly did
the Volta move, that a sea-gull asleep
upon the water did not perceive her
approach, and one of her crew was
actually able to stretch out his hand
and seize the bird as the boat stole by
on its silent way.'

Anthony Reckenzaun

purposes. The result was a remarkable
craft called the Volta. Designed by
Alfred Yarrow and built by Skeltons
of Millwall, she had a steel hull 37ft
long, 6ft 10" beam with a draught of
3ft and displacement of 3 tons. A 70cell battery powered a revolutionary
duplex Reckenzaun motor - two
motors carried on one driving shaft

or knows rf an electn'c boat
that would prove to be an interesting article
for the histon'cal series, please contact Barbara
Pennial4

If anyone owns,

secretary@eboat.org.uk
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June, 5th, 6th & 7th 20 I 5
(Friday, Saturday and Sunday)

Beale Park, Lower Basildon, Readi ng, Berkshire, RG8 9NW

Although The Beale Park Boat & Outdoor Show has a stro ng fo llowing
among boat e nt husiasts from all walks of life, in recent times the show has also
attracted great & loyal support from fami lies who can e njoy boats, long summer
days by t he water and an array of other activit ies.
Activity & outdoor area includes:

* Live music * Entertainment on the lake
* Great food & local beer * Thames moorings
* Craft local produce * The Marine Village
* Picnic areas * A boat auction
* Free parking * Cooking at Sea
* Boat jumble * Campsite
* Arts crafts for children
* Classic cars, and much more!
&

&

Boat area includes:

* Wooden boat builders
* New boats for sale (ribs sail, etc)
* Traditional boats * Model boats
* Electric steam boats
* Kayaks, canoes, SUP boards
&

&

* Model boats, and everything in between!
T here w ill be free introd uctory boat & canoe rides,
and t uition o n al l t hree days.

www.bealeparkboatandoutdoorshow.co.uk

Potential Difference: the future possiblities of lithium-ion technology
Vayon explores the latest developments in lithium-ion battery technology
Since the first lithium-ion (Li-ion)
battery was patented in the early
1990s, it has become the battery of
choice for literally millions of devices,
from smartphones to lap tops, digital
cameras to electric or hybrid vehicles.
The popularity of lithium-ion batteries
is down to the fact that they are
far lighter than other rechargeable
batteries, have a low self-discharge
rate and don't suffer from battery
memory effect. As a direct result,
low-maintenance lithium-ion batteries
are by far the most commonly used
type of rechargeable battery, with a
global market estimated at £6bn and
predicted to grow to £35bn by 2020.
The lithium-ion battery of today
may well deliver far more power
than anybody ever thought possible,
but lithium-ion technology still
faces a number of limitations. While
electronics have shrunk over recent
years, the battery has remained one of
the largest and, as a direct result, most
limiting of components.
In this paper we explore the challenges
that lithium-ion technology currently
faces, together with the very latest
innovations and advances that have
been made in this field. With the
battery technologies available today,
developers have long had to make
the choice between power or energy.
Devices that require a large amount
of power utilise super-capacitors
to release large amounts of energy
quickly; the downside being that they
can only store a small amount at a
time. With devices that require a great
deal of energy such as electric or
hybrid vehicles, existing lithium-ion
batteries are slow when it comes to
releasing energy and equally slow when
it comes to recharging.
These problems are being investigated

in laboratories and think-tanks all over
the world. Numerous new theories
and designs are being pursued, and
Vayon has identified two leading
innovations that could hold the
greatest potential. The US National
Accelerator Laboratory (SLAC) and
Stanford University scientists have
achieved a new world record for
the storage of energy in lithium-ion
batteries. By introducing a radical
'yolk shell' design, they have been
able to store an impressive five times
more energy in a sulphur cathode
than offered by today's conventional
technology. Another significant result
is the ability of the sulphur cathode
to maintain an extremely high level of
performance even after 1,000 charge
and discharge cycles. At the heart of
this innovation is a cathode comprised
of nanoparticles made up of a tiny
nugget of sulphur surrounded by a
hard shell of porous titanium dioxide,
which takes the shape of an egg yolk
inside an eggshell. During testing
the team discovered that after 1,000
charge and discharge cycles, the egg
design was able to retain around threequarters of its capacity to store energy.
This instantly made it the world's bestperforming cathode and furthermore
this was achieved without any attempt
to optimise the design. In another
ground-breaking move, the team
has recognised that by using silicon
rather than carbon for the anode it
can store 10 times more charge; the
aim is to create a dream pairing of
sulphur cathode and silicone anode to
produce an even higher energy, longerlasting battery. While the search for
sustainable energy solutions is one of
global proportions, the scientists at the
University of Illinois are thinking small
with their revolutionary microbatteries.

These micro batteries deliver high
performance thanks to an internal
three-dimensional microstructure.
The minute electrodes possess small
intertwined 'fingers' that mesh into
each other, resulting in the battery
having a very high surface area, even
though the overall battery volume is
relatively small. As a result of this
micro scaling, the two halves of the
battery are extremely close, so the
ions and electrons have less distance
to travel and as a consequence the
energy is released far more quickly.
The result is a tiny, yet complete
battery with astounding performance.
In principle it is scalable all the way
up to electronics and vehicles, which
would lead to commercial applications
and see batteries ten times smaller
than at present or ten times more
powerful. These and many other new
advances and discoveries are being
made in universities and laboratories
across the globe, and will soon result
in a new generation of batteries which
will cement the position of lithiumion as the foremost technology for the
rechargeable battery.
The batteries of the future will not
only last longer than their presentday counterparts, but will also be
far lighter than ever before; opening
up countless opportunities across
the electronics, automotive, marine,
industrial and aviation sectors.
V ~on is afast-growing technology group
specialising in the design and development if
electric and f?ybrid power systems.

VA fON
GREEN POWER GROUP
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Pocket Wellies

EZ-Mount Battery Switches

MagicEzy GRP repair

Designed to be wired from the front
the OnlOff switch offers isolation of
a single load/batttery. The Selector
switch provides a simple way of
separating 2 batteries.
Price: £52.95

Three products which
allow novice repairers to
fix glass fibre and gelcoat
damage with no need to mix
chemicals. Fills bonds levels
and colours in one step.
Price: £19.99 each

www.marinco.com

www.cquip.com

Light weight and portable
waterproof wellies designed to fit
overshoes and boots. Sizing guide on
website. Available in 4 colours blue
pink purple and white.
Price: £9.99 + p&p

www.feetz.co.uk

Wandlite waterproof light tube
Wandlite is a versatile, waterproof
12V long life LED tube light offering
360 degree lighting. Available in
various lengths. Draws 1.5A per
metre length and runs off standard
12V power supply.
Price: from £19.00

www.wandlite.com

Dr Sails adhesive
Developed for a variety of
onboard applications it can bond
glassfibre carbon metal wood and
wetsuits and remains flexible and
shock resistant. Can be applied
under water.

Price: from £30.00 (25ml)
www.drsails.com

Spider Free
This non toxic spray forms a
barrrer spiders don't want to
cross also effective in repelling
flies mosquitoes and wasps. Non
staining and transparent it can be
used on all hard surfaces.
Prices £8.49
www.hygienesuppliesdirect.com

Ecohydra Hand Sanitiser

Quick and simple to use. Just
pop an egg in a poachie bag and
submerge in boiling water.
Price: £2.99 for 20

Alcohol free and enriched with the
natural moisturiser aloe vera. Can
be used as often as needed without
drying out hands and doesn't leave a
sticky residue on skin.
Price: £2.49

www.poachies.com

www.ecohydra.com

Poach Perfect
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Established over 300 years

The boat and launch builders of the Thames
with a wide range of river and lake craft dinghies, punts, skiffs, powered canoes,
slipper and saloon launches.
Restorations and electric conversions
Second hand boat sales

Featured above - 30ft sli pper stern launch "Qui Qui Too "

t he latest in our range of new bu ild electric launches.

PETER FREEBODY & CO, Boatbuilders
Mill Lane. Hurley. Berkshire SL6 SND
Tel: 0 1628 824382 e-mail: peterfreebody@btconnect.com
Visit our website: www.boatbuilder.co.uk

Pb Batteries
Industrial Batteries & Chargers

15' long,S' beam, GRP hull/wood deck
2kW Mastervolt pod drive with range up to 55 miles
Package includes:
2 x 200AH gel batteries, 24V 20 amp charger
Auto bilge pump, cover, upholstery
See www.coulam.co. uk

Call our Help & Support line

0845
0581388
www.pbbatteries.com
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or telephone 07850 218364

J.M.Couiam Boat Builders,
10 Stirling Way, Northfields Ind. Est.

Market Deeping, PE6 8AS
TeI. 07850 218364

Last year Kevin
Desmond reported on
an electric surfboard
and he now reviews
another exciting
electric watersport
innovation

Electric Jet Propelled Wakeboard
Radinn AB (Radical Innovation) based
in Stockholm, Sweden, has developed
an 'extreme sport' jet-propelled
wireless-remote electric wakeboard,
with a 30-minute life from its 29kg
fast-recharge replaceable lithium
batteries for full-speed operation at
nearly 50 km/h and, of course, longer
if you go a little slower. The thrust of
its waterjet is 700 Nm.
The carbon and Kevlar composite
e-wakeboard is 1.90 metres long by
80 cm wide. There is an on-board
computer system Mobile-app for iOS
and Android, a G PS, and magnetic
safety switches. Combining the speed

Technical specifications
• Weight <29 kg
•Speed 20-25 knots
. Runtime 20-30 minutes in fUll-speed
(60min+ mixed riding)
•60 min recharge with fast-charger
.Replaceable battery-pack
• Wireless hand-control
. On-board computer system
oMobile-app for iOS and Android
. GPS
. Magnetic safety switches
. Carbon and kevlar composite construction
.Efficient and easily serviced jet-propulSion

and agility of wakeboarding, with
the freedom of surfing, it allows for
riding in the ocean, sea, lake or even
up rapids
Radinn was founded in 2012 by Philip
Werner at Lund University. Werner is a
professional wakeboarder, known for
organising large wakeboard events in
Malm6 and elsewhere and he has led
a team of engineers to develop this
exciting sporting prospect.
Everything from the board and
wireless remote to the jet-propulsion
system is custom-made and designed
to maximise efficiency and simplify
maintenance and service. The whole
board, including battery, weighs about
64lb (29kg) and the engineers claims it
is small enough to fit in a car or boat .
The board is expected to retail for
€15,000 (£11,800)when it goes in to
production in early 2015 .
Of course the Radinn Wakeboard is
not the same as the Waterwolf MXP3 e-powered assisted wave surfboard
I reviewed in the Summer 2014 issue
of this journal. But I have it on good
authority that Germany's Marcus
Schilcher and Sweden's Philip Werner
have already been in discussion about
how they might jointly develop a silent
surf sport for the inland lakes.

/
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N oticeboard
New Members
Private Members

Location

Boat where notified

Reginald Padgett

USA

Element V cruiser

Guiseppe Cima

Italy

Sam Harris

Berkshire

Frolic

Greg Hopkins

Devon

Philippa Mary 26' Colvic

Gill Cullingford

Norfolk

Bonnie Lass Fantail 21

John Woodburn

Bowness

Simon Read

N orfolk

Idle Hour Frolic 21

Sarah Pomeranz

Wargrave

Shardeloe 19' river launch

M Hammond&
R Mathews

Shepperton

El Sara Frolic 21

D avid Vine

Clifton

Zoro 12' Portabote

Dick Atkinson

Walling ford

Silent Explorer III canoe

Geoff Barrel!

Bedford

Emrhys Barrel!

Goring

John Litchfield

Barton, Staffs

Alister Smith
Sean Wiles

Willow V 14' skiff

orth Walsham
Huntingdon

Business Members
Golden Arrow Marine

Poole, Dorset

Boat sales

Windermere Boat
Sales

Bowness Bay
Windermere

Boat sales

Estuaryman

Wigan

CPC Battery Services

Surbiton

Battery supplies

Nautikidz Ltd

Romsey

Fun hire boats/ sales

_J

Busy year ahead
T he EBA calendar is packed with events
for the rapidly approaching boating season,
some of which the EBA is doing for the
first time.
First off is the premier inland waterways boat show
at Crick on May 23 to 25. The EBA will have a
stand there for the three days of the show for the
first time. We will be close to the waterfront at Crick
Marina and hopefully we will have an electric boat
in attendance.
Next up is the Magna Carta Anniversary
celebrations taking place on the Thames on June
13 to 14. Five EBA members have registered to
accompany the planned flotilla from Marlowe to
Cookham Locks including the E BA President
Malcom Moss who is organising the EBA
involvement.
In August there are two other first time events. The
Hamble River Cruise on 1 to 2 August organised by
EBA member Barouche Watercraft
email info@barouche-watercraft.co.uk
and at the end of the month 29 to 31 the Great
Ouse Challenge organised by EBA Vice Chairman
Jeff Hide email hidejc@hotmail.com.
Apart from these first time events we will also be
atttending our regular season shows, the Beale
Park Boat and Outdoor Show on June 5-7 and the
Thames Traditonal Boat Rally and Festival.
We have ordered EBA bunting which will be
available to decorate boats and stands, and EBA
umbrellas, hopefully for sun shades not rain
protection.
Finally for those who feel the need to keep up to
date in real time the EBA is now on Twitter and if
you want to follow us we can be found on
@ElectricBoatsUK
@SecretaryEBA
@editoreboat
Who knows before the year is out we may even
have a Facebook page to record all the excitement
of this year's events as it happens.

Association of Waterways Cruising Clubs

EBA Membership Offer

Anyone buying an electric boat from an EBA business member
is entitled to a year's free membership of the Association. The
EBA is now extending this scheme to cover boats purchased from
private members. If you sell an electric boat, please pass on the
name and address of the buyer to EBA Secretary Barbara Penniall
who will then write with the offer of membership.
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The E BA is no longer a member of the Association
of Waterways Cruising Clubs but if you are
planning a cruise it may be worth contacting the
local AWCC representative to ask whether mooring
and charging facilities are available.
Further details can be provided by Barbara Penniall
secretary@eboat.org.uk

Classified Advertisements
,

Lynch Electric Motor
& Controller

'....~
.
Frolic 21 based on Lake
Geneva Good condition,
2.4kW Lynch motor 4 solar
panels. Road trailer available
Charly Teuscher ch@arly.ch
£24,500 (trailer £2,500)

Riverside holiday on the
Norfolk Broads with solar
powered electric boat to hire
tel: 07706 067569
www.hidecottage.com

WANTED URGENTLY
Used electric launch GRP hull
25-30ft trad style with cabin
Must be in good condition
tel: 077729 123667
paulzcarter@aol.com

' .'

Mod'II'. "-48V

DC Spen
l~er model
MD!a~
te with user
man
Phon 1628527166
movonix@ntworld.com
£675

~
~

...

;..

""-"'
-~----

Won

~

Frolic 21 Side wheel steering
Torqeedo 2kW motor with
lithium battery pack and charger
wooden frame half canopy
kayeread7603@btinternet.com
£17,000

Members wanting to buy or sell electric boats, motors, fittings or associated
equipment are invited to submit a 50-word entry direct to advertising@eboat.org.uk
(no agents or brokers) with thumbnail pictures at a cost of £10. This includes a free
advertisement on the EBA website. The information contained in members' private
advertisements is provided by the advertiser and the Editor is unable to vouch for its
accuracy. It is the responsibility of prospective purchasers to satisfy themselves as to
the accuracy of the information given and of the condition of goods advertised.

Pictures Sell
Thumbnail picture
+ 50 words
£10

Boats & etc. for sale
Why n ot stay at Hide Cottage? Quiet riverside holidays in the 3000-acre Upper Thurne Nature Reserve on the Norfolk Broads. Classic solar
powered electric boat boat for hire or bring your own and moor at the cottage with external power and slipway available.
Call James on 07706 067569 or visit www.hidecottage.com
Ramblin' Rose - 1996 STELCO 700 Deltic . Immaculate condition. Cuddy cabin with washing bowl and hob. Seats 8 comfortably in huge cockpit
area. Recently replaced batteries and hoods - full history and documentation provided. Complete with all equipment needed, runs like a dream and
ready to go. Test welcome. Marlow, River Thames. Price £15,950
Roger Thurston: 7thurston@gmail.com 07970929157
Frolic 21- Solarly.ch based on Lake Geneva, featured EB News Vol. 23 No 3 Autumn 2010, All details: www.solarly.ch . 6 persons, 4 solar panels,
Lynch motor 2.4 Kw 24 V revised 2013. Good condition, ready to cruise. Dry stored every winter. £ 24,500 road trailer optional £ 2,500.
Come for a trial cruise on Lake of Geneva! Contact: Charly Teuscher ch@arly.ch
Lynch E lectric Motor & Controller Lynch model 170-127 5kW ~ 48V DC. ASMO Speed Controller Model MD206. Complete with user
manual 72V - 200Amp Price £675. Phone 07799604427. Email movonix@ntlworld.com
Frolic 21 - Navy blue hull, white topside and interior. Navy blue Sunbrella cushions and seat squabs. Side wheel steering. Torqeedo 2kw electric
propulsion with Lithium battery pack and charger. Tonneau cover and wooden frame half canopy with scallop acrylic canvas top. Much loved
boat in excellent order throughout.
Price £1 7,000 Email kayeread7603@btinternet.com
Seeking syndicate m embers to share in completion and ownership of LOLA, a 12.6m, electrically propelled 5/6 berth canal/coastal cruiser.
LOLA is currently being completed afloat in Littlehampton, Sussex before moving to the canals of mainland Europe. For more details please
contact Alan Lindfield alindfield@iee.org or 0787 2222892
N ew, u n used Frolic 18 hull with two wheeled trailer. Currently having decking professionally fitted. Pictures on request asap.
Tel: 01487 823618. fishpot2@gmail.com £4,400 (reduced price for quick sale)

Boats wanted
Used electric launch, GRP hull, 25 - 30 ft. Traditional style with cabin.
Must be in good condition. Tel: 07729 123667 email: paulzcarter@aol.com
Pictures and details of most of the boats for sale are on the EBA website www.electric-boats.org.uk under 'For Sale'.
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Electric Boat Association
Honorary President
Malcolm Moss

Chairman
Tony Rymell
Lyewater Farmhouse, 2 Lywater,
Crewkerne
Somerset, TA18 8BB
Tel: 01460 78295
e-mail: chairman@eboat.org.uk

Calendar 2015
May
23rd - 25th

EBA represented

Crick Boat Show and
Waterways Festival

Vice Chairman
Private Members Representative
Jeff Hide
Dove House
50a High Street
H addenham
Cambs CB6 3XB
Tel: 01353 740555
email: hidejc@hotrnail.com

30th - 31st

EBA interest

IWA Trailboat Rally
Lancaster Canal

5th - 7th

EBA represented

Beale Park Boat and
Outdoor Show

Secretary
Barbara Penniall
150 Wayside Green, Woodcote, Reading,
Berks RG8 OQJ
Tel: 01491 681449
e-mail: secretary@eboat.org.uk

13th - 14th

EBA event

Cruise with Magna Carta
Anniversary Flotilla

23rd - 25th

EBA interest

Electric & Hybrid Marine
World Expo
Amsterdam

EBA represented

Thames Trad Boat Rally
and Festival
Henley-on-Thames

1st - 2nd

E BA event

Hamble River cruise
Southampton

29th-31st

E BA event

Ouse Challenge
Cambridgeshire

29th - 31st

EBA represented

IWA Festival
Northants

EBA interest

Southampton Boat Show

Membership Secretary
Tony Dunning
27 Bridge E nd, Egremont
Cumbria, CA22 2RE
Tel: 01946 820875
email: membership@eboat.org. uk
BuSiness Members Representative
John Arnold
Torqeedo UK
Tel: 01502 516224
email: john.arnold@torqeedo.com
Editor - Electric Boat
Don Wright
3 Yeoford Drive
Altrincham
Cheshire WA14 4UP
Tel: 0161 2330879
e-mail: editor@eboat.org.uk
Webmaster
Nick Goldring
8 Ambleside Close, Woodley, Reading,
Berks. RG5 4JJ
Tel: 01189 694657
e-mail: webmaster@eboat.org.uk
Treasurer
Don Wright
3 Yeoford Drive, Altrincham,
Cheshire WA14 4UP
Tel: 0161 2330879
e-mail: treas urer@eboat.org.uk
Founder Editor
Kevin Desmond
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June

July
18th - 19th

August

September
11th - 20th

Please note that events and dates may change, while some are still being
planned. For more details, or notice of other events, check the websites or
contact the EBA Secretary.

WATERSIDE ~~
PROPERTIES

~

Granville Residential Ltd.
36 West Street, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2NB, UK

Tel 0162848 138 1 E-mail post@grl.co,uk www.grl.co.uk

Sales ~ Letting

